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Licensing of
data-sets
For planning, resource evaluation,
and other activities

Types of licences
Both analogue and digital licences
are available. The digital ones cover
the provision of raster and vector data
in a range of export formats. A
licence does not always imply a fee,
but it always confers usage subject to
particular terms and conditions.
Copyright is not transferred to
external parties in possession of a
BGS licence.
●

Digital data-set (commercial, local
authorities, national bodies,
Government Departments).

●

Academic/educational (universities, individual students, etc. for
non-commercial usage).

●

Demonstration (use of single set
digital data for display purposes
only).

●

Self-digitising (issued when the
BGS does not possess digital
data).

●

Composite (covers other types of
digital data under one licence).

●

Complementary (covers the use by
consultants, working on behalf of
the licensee, of digital material for
the purposes of fulfilling contractual obligations).

●

Corporate (licenses different
premises on a country-wide basis).

●

Service level agreements (SLAs)
— under development.

●

VARs (Value Added Resellers —
special royalty-based arrangements
enabling the incorporation of BGS
digital data into products and
services generated to service the
needs of specific industry sectors).
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T

he geological map, with the
wealth of information it
contains, is a key resource for
parties involved in a variety of
strategic undertakings. Issues like
planning, sustainable development of
natural resources, mineral extraction,
aquifer vulnerability, potentially contaminated land, environmental site assessments, water resource evaluation, subsidence, and other potential geohazards
affecting parcels of land for development, all require a geological input.
Decision-making processes can be
assisted by the use of one or more
different types of primary geological,
hydrogeological, geochemical, geophysical, and engineering geology data-sets,
in analogue or electronic form.

Copyright of BGS materials
The copyright of materials derived
from the British Geological Survey’s
work is vested in the Natural
Environment Research Council
(NERC). No part of these materials
(geological maps, charts, plans,
diagrams, graphs, cross-sections,
figures, sketch maps, tables, photographs, data-sets in electronic or
analogue forms) may be reproduced
or transmitted in any form or by any
means, or stored in a retrieval system
of any nature, without the prior
written permission of the copyright
holder.

The BGS’s multidisciplinary investigations ensure continual data collection
and the growth of ‘know-how’, which is
manifest in new interpretations of environmental materials, tailored to assist
with problem solving. Such key
materials and associated expertise are
increasingly in demand by different
sectors of the community. They are also
copyright protected, and their employment by external parties is subject to
licensing arrangements.

Licensing arrangements
Under the Copyright Designs & Patent
Act 1988, obtaining permission is not
optional, copyright compliance is
mandatory. Consent to reproduce BGS
materials is normally supplied under a
licence or permit, for which appropriate
fees are levied, discounted, or waived.
Like other science-based organisations,
the BGS is keen to promote business
with commercial organisations, government departments and agencies, local
authorities, the utilities, research establishments, universities, professional
organisations, individuals, and educational concerns, who wish to create
products, or provide services based on
the BGS’s materials.
To ensure that copyright infringements
do not arise, permission has to be
obtained from the copyright owner(s). In
the case of BGS maps this includes both
BGS and the Ordnance Survey (OS).
Most of the BGS’s geological maps
make use of OS topography, which is
Crown Copyright, and the reproduction
of which is granted via an OS licence.
Crown Copyright (and that of other
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copyright proprietors) is acknowledged
on geological maps, materials, and other
publications. Reproduction of OS
materials contained within the BGS’s
maps may be independently permitted
by the licences issued by the OS. Users
who do not have an OS licence to
reproduce the topography must make
their own arrangements with the OS. An
OS licence does not authorise the reproduction of BGS maps; likewise a BGS
licence does not authorise the reproduction of OS material.
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Advantages of using authorised
data-sets
The advantage of licensing is that
licensees can be confident of the provenance, integrity, and currency of the
materials involved. This is important to
commercial enterprises where liability
issues arising from the use of inappropriate materials have severe financial implications for a business. Likewise, the
provision of up-to-date information by
statutory bodies involved in planning for
the sustainable development of natural
resources, is heavily reliant upon the
currency and appropriateness of the environmental data-sets used. The employment of licensed digital materials ensures
the receipt of information that is ‘fit-for
purpose’, with advice from those best
qualified to provide it, supplemented with
long-term experience in data collection,
processing, interpretation, integration
with other data-sets, delivery, and environmental data management.

Contact Details

T Cullen, BGS © NERC

Anyone wishing to employ BGS
materials should initially discuss their
requirements, with BGS Intellectual
Property Rights (IPR) staff.
Permission must be sought in writing
(letter, fax, or e-mail), from the
Intellectual Property Rights Manager,
Dr J Alexander, British Geological
Survey, Kingsley Dunham Centre,
Keyworth, Nottingham, NG12 5GG.

An example of a key resource; a collage of maps covering the British Isles and adjacent areas,
(1:250 000 scale).

With the exception of confidential
holdings, BGS-approved digital datasets are available for use by external
parties. These are leased under a nonexclusive licence, which is renewable
on an annual basis and payment of
appropriate fees. Special arrangements
for corporate/multi-site usage are
available. Under the terms and conditions of a BGS digital licence, the
licensee is provided with up-dates of
the particular geoscientific data-sets as

and when they become available. The
licensee is not permitted to use the data
to provide a bureau service for others,
or to undertake any self-digitisation of
BGS materials. Where individuals have
proceeded with their own scanning or
digitisation of BGS’s maps, they may
be in breach of NERC copyright (and
that of the OS). Such parties are
advised to contact the independent
copyright owners to remedy the
situation.
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●

Dr Jean Alexander, for IPR advice,
VARs, Corporate Licences, SLAs.
Tel: +44 (0)115 936 3331.
Fax: +44 (0)115 936 3615.
e-mail: jalex@bgs.ac.uk

●

Mrs Rachael Baines, for digital
licencing enquiries.
Tel: +44 (0)115 936 3126.
e-mail: rbai@bgs.ac.uk

●

Mr Robert Crosby, for copyright
enquiries.
Tel: +44 (0)115 936 3009.
e-mail: rocr@bgs.ac.uk

●

Mr Roger Parnaby, digital data
technical contact, for information
about the availability of digital
geological map data.
Tel: +44 (0)115 936 3567.
e-mail: rjpa@bgs.ac.uk

